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~:he in5. tial purpose o:f this s tudy was t r) explore the 
r epor ted rel ati onship between sub jective p debilit atin g anxi ety 
and .a n individualrs perception that he laeks significant 
co ntro l over life situations. 
While much previous resea r ch suggests the existence of' 
a ''_Positive relationship betwe en anxiety and the vari able 
Rotter has termed ext ern a l locus of control (LC), these 
studies have utilized many diffe r Gnt m':)asures. 
A more refined purpose of the present study th us becam e 
the clarification of these constructs t.hro"J .gh a factor--a.nal yti c 
ap:9r oach to the following ques t ions: ( 1) Precisely how are 
'anx iety" a nd ·perceive d "locus of control ·" operationally 
def ine d by some of the more wi de ly used im .~tru.ments?; ( 2) A.r e 
th e constructs of anxiety and LC unitary or multidimensiona l?! 
(3) If there are several components or dimensions i n the two 
cons t ructs, do they contribute differentially to a linear 
rel a tionship? 
In the first stage of this research, a 155-item inventory 
was constr ·uc te d of 95 anxiety i terns and 60 LC i·tems drawn from 
s~veral sources, This instrument was administered to Univer-
sity of Rhode Island undergraduates yielding a sample of _21J 
subjects. Following principal components analysis (PCA) of 
·t he t wo sets of items respectively, component scores for each 
subject were generated and a canonical correlation performed. 
In sta ge two of the research, 41 anxiety items and 31 LC 
items were selected on the basis of component loa_dings of • 40 
ii 
or higher an d .lack of s i gni f ica nt l oadin gs on a ny oth er 
component. A s econd PCA \ a s ru n on -sach s et, and Cronbach 
alph a coeffic i i nt s of reli abili t y obtained for each scale. 
In order to obtain a measure of external reliability 
for th ese sca l es and also to test the stability of the com-
ponent pattern, a second instrument was compiled consisting 
of these 70 ite ms. This was administered to a new group of 
U.ReI. undergraduates, yielding a sample of 268 subjects, and 
readministered to this same group of students four to five 
weeks later. In all, 202 students participated in both 
administrations. A single PCA was done on all 70 items 
combined, with a varimax rotation. Finally, test-retest 
coefficients and Cronbach alphas were obtained for the three 
components that most clea r ly emerged. 
By far the strongest and most reliable component that 
emerges is a "general anxiety" component which appears to 
agree well with Cattell's tt O II factor, and indeed contains 
items from his anxiety scale, as well as the Taylor Manifest 
Anxiety Scale (TMAS) and the Eysenck neuroticism scale (EPI). 
While there is evidence for the multidimensionality of 
Rotter's supposedly unitary I-E scale, the clearest component 
that emerges is externality, particularly a belief in control 
by chance or fate. Both the results of the canonical correla-
tion and the single PCA of the 70-item inventory show clear 
and significant relationships between anxiety and externality 
on the one hand, and ego strength and internality on the other. 
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AN EXPLORATI ON 01" THE R.ELAS:I ONSHIP .13.STWEEN $ELP--REPORTF D 
A ~XI ETY AND BELI EF' I N INTER.HAL VERSUS EX'rE•{NAL CONTROL OF 
REI NF'ORCEMENT 
--------· -·- ........ ·-- --- - ·---- -------
The concept th at individuals vary in be li ev in g that 
important outcomes are contin ge nt up,:,n th e i.1" own behavior 
(intarnal control) or indepen dent oi' it (extern a l control) 
was de -.relo pe d by Juli an Rotter ( 1954, 197~~) f'ro m socis .1 
l earning t he or y, Both theory and some highly su ggestive 
r Ernearch reviewed, among others_, by Joe ( 1971) i mply that 
an individual's perception that he lacks freedom and ability 
to control his environment is often associated with incre a.s r~d 
an.x.iety and tension. 
Several reports in the recent literature · have indicat ed 
significant positive relationships betvieen various measur es 
of debi.li tating anxiety and belief' in extern8 .l control. 
Butterfield (1964) obtained an r of ,61 betw e en the 
Alpert-Haber measure of debilitating anxiety and perceived 
external control (Liverant scale); and an r of -.81 betw een 
the LC scale and the Alpert-Haber measure of facilitating 
anxiety. The multiple R was ,81, an index so high 11 -that it 
raises a question", writes Butterfield, "about the amount 
of over.lap _in the content . between the LC and the two anxiety 
scales. Items in the scales are sufficiently different that 
one would think they were measuring different variables. 
However, if' further investigations indicate that the relation-
ship between the scales is as high as this research indicates, 
then con si deration must be given to the possibility that this 
is tappin g the same dimension." 
- 1 
Subs equ ent t1tudi es ha ve consistently :found sig nificant 
positive thro ugh. low er correlations betw een anxiety and 
ext er nal LC. Feather (1967) obta ine d an r of ,38 between 
ext er na l LC and the Alp ert- Haber debi lita t ing anxiety measure, 
as well a s si gnif icant positive relationships bet ween exter -
na li ty and neuroticism. Liberty 9 Burnstein and Moulton (1966) 
obtai ned an r of , l.j:4 betwe en Mandler' s measure of fear of 
failure - the Tes t Anxiety .Questionnaire ~ and external LC. 
Tolar and Reznikoff (1967) obtai ned an r of • .31 between a 
measure .of "death anxiety" and LC, Watson (1967), in one of 
the fe w studies to focus exclusivel y on the relationship 
betwe en anxi et y and perceived l ocus of control, reports an 
r of • 36 between the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale (TIV'.1.AS) 
and the Rot ter. I-E (Internal- Ext ern a l) administered to 648 
subjects. In a multiple regression study of several variab les 
related to depression published in 1975, Naditch, Ga.rgan and 
Michael found that one of the highest correlations in the 
obtained matrix was an r of ,31 between Rotter's I-E scale 
and Cattell's IPAT anxiety scale. Finally, in a small scale 
study utilizing adult women enrolled in a continuing education 
program, this writer obtained an r of .53 for JO subjects, 
bet ween the Rotter I-E scale and the TMAS. 
While the previous research suggests the existence of 
a relationship between anxiety of some sort and perceived 
locus of' control, many different measures have been used, 
and the la ck of conceptu al clarit i ~akes it difficult to 
compare s tu dies, Several problems arise. It would appear 
.· ;.:. , 
useful to dete r mine th.e amount of overlap .i.n some of the 
more co mmon1y- used measures of anxie ty. · Clarificati .on and 
r f in ement of the anxiety con stru ct as i t is being operation all y 
define d in various measures is a necess ar y first step in deter-
mining the degree of relationship betwe en it an d ext:ernality. 
In addition t o the several usages of the term ("general 
·t a:nx\, ety 0 , · " test anxiety", "dea th anxiety" o fac.ili tating 
anxiety 0 , etc.) some re s earchers e.laim th a t it is a multi-
dimensional construct (Cattell , 1961) while others have 
treated it as unit ar y (Eysenck, 1957). The same is true for 
th e most commonly used measures of LC. Rotter (1966) has 
utilized an unidimensional measure, while factor analytic 
studies of his instru ment by others suggest that it is not. 
to establish the maximum relationship between anxiety and LC~ 
If one or both constructs contain several factors, a multiple 
-regression or canonical correlation approach should bring out 
the differential contributions of each to a maximum linear .. 
relationship. 
Finally, there is the problem of the linearity of the 
rel at~onship. As Joe (1971) notes, 0 Preceding research has 
shown linear relationships, •• as externality increases, so too 
does anxiety and potential pathology. Although the evidence 
,. thu s .,i'.ar is not particularly supportive, some have suggested 
·· -.. ,:.,.-~,-'t ha t h ere might be a curvilinear relationship. That is, 
either extremely internal or external scores should be 
associated with pathology. Failure to find such a relationship 
coul d be due to the na ture of the s ample groups used or 
limitations in th~ measuring instruments." 
A discussion in ~~neral theoretic a l t erms of the two 
con s tructs under investigation should help clat"if'y the hypo-
thesized relationship between them. 
Anxiety has been variously defined. Rubinstein (1975) 
descr ibes it as a "subjective se nsat ion similar to fear bu t 
less sharply focused." It is, ~e says, "a state of apprehension 
or uneasiness concerning some ·uncertain event." Regarding 
its antecedents he states, "Often a chronically anxious pe rs on 
is one with a history of stressful experiences that he has 
not been able to predict or control." 
Freud, of course, held that the prbtotype of all later 
anxiety was the "birth trauma" .. really a type of massive 
environmental assault over which the newborn has no control. 
Anxiety, then, as Freud conceptualized it P was very intim2 :.tely 
related to powerlessness and helplessness, to complete lack 
of' control over one's envirornnent. It is not difficult to 
extend th.i.r1 concept and to postulate that when this initial 
prototypical experience is followed by repeated experiences 
with a capricious or unres ·ponsi ve environment, the individual 
learns to fee l that his actions have no meaningful effect on 
the environment; that, in short, he is controlled by it. 
It is of passing interest to note that several theorists 
(Piaget, 1974i - deCharms, 1968) attribute the development of 
the abstract concept of causality and of lawfulness in the 
universe to the child's early attempts at and success with 
causal manipulat~ons of hi s awn envir onment , Close ly t 0 lat 0d 
· to this is t he ego psy~hol ogi st Robert W, White' s (1959) 
no tion of the re la tionship between ego strengt h (a factor 
Cattell claimed to be fa ctorially a negative c omponent of 
anx.iet y) and co mpete nceg the individual •s success in bein g 
ab le to manipu late and to mas ter. to some extent, his own fate. 
Anxiety, t hen 9 would seem to contain an elem ent of 
powerlessness, an inability to predict or cont ro l events, 
'.£'his seems to bear a close and intriguing relationship to the 
per·ce ption of control over one's own destiny versus feeling 
at tl t e mercy of the environment, 
The second variable of interest in this study was desig-
nated by ,h~lian Rotter in 1966 a s, generalized expectancies 
f'or inter nal versus external control of reinforcement. Again, 
Rubin stei n's (1975) definition of the locus of control variable 
should bring into clear relief the hypothesized relationship 
between it and an xiety, He defines it as: "The perceived 
. place from which come the determining forces in one's life. 
A person who feels he has some control over his fate and tend s 
to feel more likely to succeed has an interna l locus of con-
trol, A person with an ext er nal locus of control feels that 
it is outside of himself and therefore his attempts to control 
hi$ fate are less assured," 
Rotter (1 966) discusses and defines this personality 
variable in the broader context of social learning theory, 
"The effect of r~inforcement following some behavior on the 
part of a human subject is not a simple stamping-in process 
but de pends upon whet her or not the per s on per ceive 8 a causa l 
re l a t ions hi p b twee n hi e own behav ior and th e r ewa rd . When 
a r ei nf or cement is pe r cei ve d by t he subject as :fol lowing 
some acti on of his own, but not bein g entir eiy con t ing ent 
upon h is actio n , t hen, in our cultu r e, it is ty pically per-
cei ved a.s t he r esu lt of luck, chance, fate, as under the 
cont ro l of po wer f ul - oth er s P or as unpredict able because of 
the gr eat compl ex ity of t he fo r ces surround i ng him. When 
the even t is int erp reted in this way by an individual we 
have labelled thi s a belief in external control. If the 
person perceives that the event is conting ent upon his own 
behavior or his own rel a tively perm anent ch ar acteristics, 
we hav e terme d t hi s a beli e f in intern a l control." 
While Rot te r makes it clear that perceived degree of 
control may c er ta inly vary in an individual as a furi§ _~ion of 
both specific situation and the value of specific reinforce-
ment s for that ind i vidual, as a person a lity variable he views 
it as a gener a liz ed expectancy built up across many life 
sit ua t i ons, t he sum total of which is a general expectation 
regarding th e de gr ee of personal control in the future. 
Thus far, these constructs have been discussed in broad 
theoretical ter ms, Research results, however, are ultimately 
based, not on t he variables as they are theoretically con-
strued, but in terms of the empirical operations into which 
they are transl at ed. 
The term "anxiety" has several usages in the psycholo gi ca l 
literature. In particul ar, the literature distinguishes 
-
bet ween what is now ca ll ed tr-ansi.ent, situational, r.}! ' ~tat e . 
anxi ety c1 as opposed to a "ty pe of more chr onic f p:::rchiatric • 
endu r i ng anxiety called tr a i t anxietya (Matara z;z,c 9 1972). 
I t was pointed out earlier that previous stu dies reportin g 
significa n t positive relationships between anxi.et~y and per-
c ei ved external locu s of control have utilized a variety of 
anxiety measures. 
Some of the studies have apparently focused on anxiety 
as a trait - for example, the · studies cited earlier by Watson 
(1967) and Naditch et. al (1975) correlating locus of control 
·with measures of trait anxiety such as the TJYIAS and Cattell 's 
IPAT scale, 
Some studiesf on the other hand, have focused on the 
relation s h.ip between locus of control and "state anxiety -
for example, the study by Liberty et, al (1966) which co~related 
0 Test Anx iety" with perceived locus cf control. Still others 
have made further distinctions within the anxiety construct 
(e .. g. debilitating versus facilitating anxiety). 
In view of the theoretical discussion of the two con-
structs given earlier, however, it is hypothesized that a 
stronger positive relationship should exist between anxiety 
and externality when anxiety is defined and operationalized 
as a rather permanent and enduring trait, rather than as a 
transient, situation-specific or situationally-induced state. 
For this reason, anxiety in the present research is being 
defined as a subjective and somewhat chronic sensation of 
vague distress and "impending doom", a more or less enduring 
-·· 8 
'tendency on the part of an i ndi v.i.du.al .to ·wa:cd non-sp t?:ci i'i c 
worry and te nsi.o n. It ems to be used in the inve nt or y co:n-
structed for this stud y have be en selecte d wit h · th is distlnc- · 
tion in mind, and situation-spec i fic ite ms h~ve be en generall y 
av-oided. 'l'he sources from which i terns were drawn are, 
similarly, .t.r~j t measures rather than st at e ineasures O defini ng 
a nxiety in th.is bro_ader usage of a general predisposition on 
the part of thG indi vidua l .toward chronic worry and preoccupa -
tion • 
• Just such a model of "general undefended anxiety" has 
been proposed by Raymond Cattell (1961). Based on years of' 
broad-spectrum factor analytic researches, Cattell has con-
st r ucted and refined a measure of anxiety which has repeatedl y 
sho wn a high de gre e of both int er nal and external validity. 
The external validity of the scale rests on agreement with 
a consensus of psychiatric ratings of anxiety (corrected r's 
of between . 60 and .70); and the very significant difference s . 
between the means of anxiety neurotics and the general popula-
tion means (Bures, 1965). As a second-order factor, Cattell 
labels it F(Q)II and defines it as "an empirically unitary 
concept with distinct first-order components whose separate 
and rather equal contributions make up anxiety." 
The five specific first-order components of anxiety have 
been identified by Cattell as follows, (1) Factor O, guilt 
pronenes.s and general apprehensiveness as characterized in 
the person who is "moody, a worrie~, full of foreboding and 
bro c d i ng' i i ( 2) Fa c to r · Cr~ ego weakness a a measure of p ~~t"c ei ved 
si lf - ef fe ct iveness ch ara c ter i zed by ina~ equicy in m~eting 
l ife 's demands and desp a i r of act ing r aiionally; (3) Fact or Q4, 
a ·me·as ur·e of i:st i mul a t ed but und ischarged" tension, as cha ra c --
t eriz ~d in t he per son who is ~te nse, exci~able, restless, 
fretf ul, i mpatient •• • fr ustrated Hi (4) Fact or QJ, emotional, 
. 
0
unc on s t r aint r- la ck of in t egration of impulses by will control 
and s t abl e se l f- images the per s on who is undisciplined, lax, 
· self s-ind ulgen t ; (5) Factor L, s us piciousness, manifested in 
the person who "tend s to be mis tr ustfulp doubting, self-
opinio nated, and j ealous of others." Cattell notes that some 
of these facto r s appe ar to be contributors to the state of 
anxiety whi l e othe rs ar e the result of it. 
Becaus e Cat t eJ.l 's concept of anxi et;y appears the best 
app r oximation to the th eoretical meanin g discussed herein, 
and because of the qu a lity and quantity of empirical research 
whi c h support i t, his definition will serve as the guide in 
th e construction of the measure to be used in the present 
study ._ 
In addition to Cattell's, two other widely-used measures 
. which appear to define anxiety in the same general way will 
be drawn upon. The Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale (TMAS) is 
ba s ed on 50 true-false items taken from the Minnesota Multi-
phasic Personality Inventory (IV!MPI). The TMAS (Taylor, 1953) 
.. ·correlates ab out • 80 with Catte l l• s IPAT · scale and also 
measures "free-floatin g" or "general undefended" anxiety • . 
Unlike the Ca ttell scale, however, the TMAS items are relatively 
·1.rnHsguise d a.t tempts to meas v.:t·e th e beh avio ra l and phys io-
lo gi cal conc ommitan ts o°f anx ie t y (e.g. self - reported insomnia, 
s tomach tro uble , f requent hea da che s, ~eeping, t rembling, 
blush i ng~ etc. ) and to a lesser extent preoccupation with 
:feelin gs of in f eriority, insecurity, guilt, unworthinessp e t c. 
Eysenck's Personality Inventory (EPI), the third measure, 
is based on hi s f ac~or analytic researches indicating that 
two bro ad traits or dimensions of personality- a.re neuroticism-
stability and extraversion-introversion. Items measuring 
his nem ... otici sm fa ctor appear to be very similar to the TM.AS 
i terns except th at they are in the form of questions . :ra.ther 
than st ate ment s, There also appears to be a good deal of 
congruence bet ween Eysenck's neuro t icism factor and Cattell' s 
anxiety const ruct. Factor analys es of both the 'rMAS 
(Reynolds and Burdsal, 1975) and the EPI (Velicer, . unpublished) 
reve al several factors which overlap some of Cattell's five 
factors, Velicer's change in the format of the EPI from 
forced-choice to a Likert-type seven-point scale has resulted 
in re vea ling the factorial complexity of neuroticism. 
The first attempt to measure individu a l differences in 
generalized exp ectancy for internal versus external control 
was Phares• 26- item, Likert-type scale. This was followed 
by revisions first by James, then Liverant, Rotter and Seeman. 
The most widely-used scale at present is Rotter's 29-item 
forced-choice scale which he regards as basically an unidimen-
sional measure of I-E. The higher the score (the more external-
type items cho sen ) the more external the subject•s perceived 
., 
locus of cont i ol. by Gurin (1969), who 
als o adde d it ems measuring race rela t i ons, Levens~n (1974 0 
1976) and others have r eveale d factoria l co mpl exi ty# howeverp 
Gurin found f actors such a"' Pers onal Cont r ol , Control Ideology! 
Syst em Modifiabi. l.i ty, and others r-eleva rit to race relatioi1s 
and issues. Levenson found three -distinct factors (accountin g, 
however, for onl y J.3% of t he va.r.iance), In di vidual. Control, 
Component 11 I"; Control by Power f ul Othe r s ~ Component "P''; 
and Control by Chance or Fate, Component 0 c 11 • 
For the pre se nt study, a 155-item instrument was con-
struc ted usin g quest ions and stat ements from the sources dis-
cussed here. 
The 95 it ems measuring anxiety were assigned to five 
"marker" variables, Appropriately si milar items from Eysenck;s 
EPI and the TMAS were added to each scale as well. The 60 
item s measuring perceived locus of control were assigned, 
again on an a-priori basisf to three scales (Control by Self, 
Control by Powerf ul Others, and Control by Fate or Chance, 
resp ectively) following Levenson's distinctions. Consequently, 
items from Levenson's three scales were used as "marker 
variables" in the I-E measure. Appropriate items from other 
sources were also added. 
The chief focus of this research, then, is a further 
clarification and refinement of the reported relationship 
betwe en anxiety and perceived locus of control. In particula r, 
it addresses the following specific questions~ 
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( J.) What is the rnri..ur e e.nd extent of t he re lat ionshi p between 
LC and anx ie ty . when the l a tter is defined and operationalized 
a s a "t ra it"? 
(2) To what ext ent do three existin g measures of anxiety, 
Catt ell's I P.AT anxi ety measurer the TMAS, and the Eysenck EPI 
inventor y P over lap - that is, measure the sa n1e thing? 
(3) Is anxiety, as a trait, unitary or multidimensional? 
Eysenck ha~ con ten ded that it is the former, w~ile Cattell 
it is the latter. 
internal-external locus of control construct 
unidi mensional as Rotter has claimed, or multidimensional 
as Levenson, Gurin and others have found? 
(5) If anxiety and I-E contain the _ several factors or com-
ponen ts found by Cattell, Levenson, and others, will these 
components emerge on relication with a new sample, . particularly · 
when a change in format is made from forced-choice to the 
Likert-type scale? 
(6) If there are distinct components within the anxiety and 
I-E constructs, will these contribute differentially to a 
linear relationship between the two? 
The fi r st 155-i tem inv eJ1tory was administered tq a 
group of University of Rhode Island unde rgra duates enroll ed 
in an introductory psychology class in the spring of 1976. 
Of these, a handful of subjects who failed to respond to all 
. · o the items w~re discarded, yielding a final sample of 268 
subjects, 69 males and 144 females ·. All but four of these 
subjects were between the ages of 18 and 21. The mean age 
for the total sample wa.s 19.15 year?~ with a mean age for 
the ma,les cf 19 .. 45 years and a mean age for .the •females of 
19,02 . years. 
The second 70-item inventory was administered to a new 
group of' U.R.I. underg r aduates enrolled in an introductory 
psychology class in the fall of 1976. Again,_ a few subjects 
were disc ar ded who did not respond to all items, or who did 
not give an identification number that could be used later 
for matching purposes on the subsequent re-test. All but 
six subjects were between 18 and 21 years of age 0 with a mean 
for the total sample of 19.57 years. 
Four to five weeks later, 202 of this group ·were avail-
able to receive the re-test of the 70-item inventory, 99 males 
and 103 females. 
Attention is drawn to a possible source of bias in these 
samples. Both the total number of students enrolled in these 
introductory psychology classes and the proportion of males 
to females .is substantially greater than the sample sizes and 
- lJ -
14 ... 
proportions would indi cate. It is possible tha t the samples 
may be more x·epr ese ntati ve of students who ~egu.larly attend 
c lass. (Notee for examplep the loss of 66 studen ts betwe en 
the test artd x·e-te "''t of the MPI- ?., · many of' whom wer e absent 
for cl abs on the d.;\y of the second. administration, which was 
incident ally the l a st day of' cl as s for the semest er.) 
It woulc;l also .appear th at the disp r oportiona te number 
of f emales in the samples may indicate a grea.ter likelihood 
of females attending class than males. 
Since one of the variables being measured in this research 
-wa s the degree to which a person feels in control of, and 
responsible . for, his or her life situation, it is possible 
that these samples were thus biased in the direction of what 
Rotter has te r med internali ty. In fa.ct• previous ::cesea.rch 
by Rotter and others has concerned itself with the hypothesized 
positive relationship between academic achievement and 
internali.ty. 
Instrument s 
In the first s tag e of this two-p art research, a 155-item 
instrument . was con stru cted consisting of 95 anxiety items and 
60 internal versus external (I-E) locus of control items. 
The ~nstrument was termed the Multidimensional Personality 
Inventor·y-1 (MPI-1). 
Instr 11!!1ent #1: MPI-1 s 
Anxiet_x Items. The 95 items purporting to measure anxiety 
were drawn from an item pool consisting of three principal 
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sourc es : Catte.11 's - IPA'I' anxiety scales" the 1raylor Manifest 
Anxi ety Scale ( TM/i..S), and the Eysenck Personality Inventory 
(EPI ) measu rin g neur oticis m-stabi li t y~ 
Usine; Cat te ll's five-f actor model of anxiety as a guide, 
these i tem s were then assigned to scales on an a-priori basis, 
as follo ws (a sample item from each scale, along with its 
source O is gi v·en) 1 . 
Sc ale 1. general apprehensiveness and tendency to worry, 
corresponding to Cattell's O factor - 20 items, for example, 
"I have ~eriods of feeling depressed~ miserable, and in low 
spirits for no sufficient reason" (source IPAT, +), 
Scale II, ego weakness, low self-image, or Cattell's C-
factor - 20 items: for example, "I shrink from facing a 
crisi.s of difficulty" (source TMAS, +). 
Scale III, tension, or Cattell's factor Q4 - -20 itemss 
for example, "Would you call yourself tense or highly strung?" 
(source EPI, +). 
Sc a le IV, emotional control, will control, or Cattell's 
factor-QJ - 15 items, for example, "When talking I like to 
get my thoughts organized first rather than say things just 
as · they occur to me" (source, IPAT, +), 
Scale V, suspiciousness or Cattell's factor L - 15 items, 
for example, "No one would really like to see me in trouble" 
(source IPAT, -). 
The remaining five items all dealt with the supposedly 
physiological concornmitants of anxiety, sweating, trembling, 
stomach trouble, shortness of breath, frequent headaches, and 
16 .. 
were pla( ~ed in a sixt h scale the 2.u:thor t ernied hypo ch :r.ondriasi s, 
Ari exact breakdown of the s ourc eq of eich iiem for each scal e 
i s given in Ta ble 1. In the total 95-i·tern anx iety inventor y , 
13 :i:tems came from t he · EPI: 2L~ i ·tems f rom the 'l'.MAS, and .58 
items from the Ca.ttell IPNr inventory . (The parent instrument 
for the IPAT is the 16-PF person ali ty inventory of Cattell's, 
and the parent inBtru ment fo r the 'L'MAS is the MlVIPI.) 
Some ite ms were worded in ·a positive di rection (indicat ed 
in the examples given by a"+" following the source of the 
item); that is, a tendency to agree strongly to such items 
would ghre the subject a _!l~gh score on the scale as defined; 
and some items were worded in a negati ve direction{-); that 
is, a t endency to agree strongly would give the subject a low 
score on the scale as defined. 
~ of Contro l .Q_£ Inte,rnal-Externa~ (I-E} Items. Although 
the 60 items purporting to measure an individual's perceived 
locus of control were also drawn from several sources, a 
breakdown by source has not been given. · The reason for this 
is th at the sources themselves tended to use the same or very 
similar items varyi ng the number of items or the format, 
rather than the items themselves. The most widely-used I-E 
measure at present is Rotter's unidimensional I-E scale of 
29 pairs of forced-choice items, scored in the direction of 
externality. Most of the current scales for measuring I-E 
in adults . appear to derive from earlier work by James and 
Rotter (1966). 
Scale 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
TABLE 1 
MPI-1 Scales p Des~riptio n of Scales , 
_3 n<!_)~umhe;: and Source of lte111s __ ~ 
ANXIETY SCALES·* 
Descr.iDtion 
. ~- -- -
General appre hen sivene ss, 
tendency to worry, 
Ca tt el l' s O factor 
Ego weakn ess, poor self -
confiden ce and i mage ~ 
Cattell's factor C-
Tension, Cattell's 
factor Ql.J, 
Emotional control, 
Cattell's fa ctor QJ 
Suspicious ness, 
Cat~ell's factor L 
TO'l'AL 
8 5 
5 4 
0 5 
0 0 
0 0 
10 .,_,,, 
7 20 
11 20 
10 15 
15 15 
15 15 
58 
- ·----------------·----- - -
LOCUS OF CONTROL 
Scale Des cri:i2tion Source, I p C Total 
I Individual locus of 20 0 0 20 
control, Levenson's 
I factor 
II Belief in control by 0 20 0 20 
others, Leve nson's 
P factor 
III Belief in control by 0 0 20 20 
chance or fate , 
Levenson's C factor 
TOTAL 20 20 20 60 
*Five items comprising an "hypochondriasis" scale were added 
to the 90 anxiety items. These items were drawn from the 
TMA.S and the EPI. 
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Subsequently ~ Rotter's I-E scale was factof analyzed 
by Gu~in (1969), Levenson (1974, 1976)~ and others. Levenson 
modified the format, using a Likert-ty:pe scale . Both Gurin 
and Levenson found the I -E construct to be multid imensional ~ 
In :particular, Levens on found three distinct components~ which 
she has subsequently ter med "I", "P", and "C" factors, cont rol 
by the indi vidual 9 control by "powerful others• : , and cont rol 
by :fate or chance;; respectively. Gurin sug ge sts, in addition, 
a disti nction within the urn or internality component between 
perso nal· con-trol and what she terms "contro l_ ideology". 
The Levenson model was followed in the present studyp 
yieldi ng three scale .st with 20 i terns ea.ch. In construct ing 
the "I" scale, however, some items were worded in the first 
person and some items were worded in the third person and 
designed to "pull out" a more general ideology factor, 
following Gurin's distinction. 
The scales and a sample item from each scale follows 
Scale I, belief in personal control, or Levenson's "I" 
factor-- 20 items, for example, "Concerning man's freedom to 
make his own choices, I believe man is mostly free to do so" 
(control ideology.+). 
"My life is determined by my own actions" (personal 
control, +). 
Scale II, belief in control by powerful others, or 
Levenson's "P" factor - 20 items, for example, "It's not what 
you know, but who you know that counts" (powerful others,+). 
-- 19 -
Sci .le III, control by chanc e or fate 3 Levenson• s "C" 
f actor ~ 20 1·:,ems t f or ex ampl e, " '110 a gr eat ex t ent my li f e 
is co ntrolled by acci dent a l happ eni ngs " (+). 
Most of th e 60 I -E it ems wer e worded in · the first per s on; 
a l l of the it ems wi t hin a par ticular sca le were worded in t he 
same di rec tion t th at i s , a t endency t o agree · with such it ems 
yie l ds a high score_ on the scale as def ined. 
Format of the ill -I tem I nven tory . With the exception of 
13 EPI ite ms which were in the form of question s , all of t he 
items wer e state ment s. Al l items wer e responded to on a f ive -
point scale, with the subject indicating his degree of agree-
ment or dis a greem ent to each item on a detach able answer 
shee t. The J 55 i. te rns were somewhat r an domly ordered, and the 
answer scale was as follo ws, 
5. Very frequently or almost al ways TRUE 
4. Frequently or TRUE ~ost of the time 
3. Occasionally or TRUE 11 now and then" 
2~ Rarely or true"~ in.§: gr ea t while" 
1, Very rarely or almost nev er true 
Thus, scor es on the total inventory co ul d ran ge theoretica11J'~ 
from 155 to 775. Any subject who did not respond to all the 
items was discarded. 
In s trument #2 r MPI-21 
The scor es of the 213 subjects who took the first inventory 
were factor analyz ed in two principal componeni15analyses, type 
PAl, with varimax rotations, first for the anxiety items, and 
,, 
then f or the I- ·E i terns. A second study was then under taken 
b~sed on the se results, 
A second instrum ent (MPI-2) was con stru cted, consistin g 
of three anxiety sca l es . with a t otal of 1-1-0 i terns, and three 
I -E scales with a total of 30 items. Foi the most part, the 
cr iteria for s ele ction of an i tem was th at in the PCA it had 
,.. ', •,:' a component loading of • 40 or . greater and did not load signifi-
can tly on any other component, Art occasional item with a 
component loading of .31 or greater but less than .40 was 
' 
used, if necessary, to provide sufficient number of items 
for each scale. Of the 70 items selected, only five such 
it ems (component loadin gs less than .40) were used. Complex 
items (items showing significant . loadin gs on more than one 
component) were avoided altogeth er . 
The resulting scales with a sample item.for each follows: 
Anxiety Scale I, tendency to preoccupation and worry -
18 items with component loadings between .42 and ,73, "I find 
myself thinking over trivial troubles aga in and again, and 
have to make a real effort to put them out of my mind" 
(sources IPAT; PCA loading .73). 
< ' ', Anxiety Scale II, "ego strength" - 10 i terns, loadings 
. ' ,' 
ranging from ,40 to ,56, "I feel ready for life and its 
demands" (source, IPAT; loading on PCA ,56). 
Anxiety Scale III, emotion al control and calmness -
12 items with loadings from -.Jl to .59& "I like to wait till 
I am sure what I am saying is correct before putting forth 
an argument" (sources IPATr .59). 
I-E Scale I, cont ro l by fate or chance - 10 it ems with 
l oad .ings betwee n • 48 and • 652 't'l' o a great extent my life .is 
controlled by accident al happenings" (sources C scale: ,65). 
I- E Sca le II, c ont :r·ol by self ~· 10 i t erns with loadings 
bet ween • 31 and .·59: "In re gard to · my own life I generally 
feel more . hopeful about the fu ture than no t " ( source I np, 
sea] e • · 59) p .ti • 
I-E Scale III. control by powerful others - 10 items 
with loadings between .35 and .67: "Getti ng what I want 
requires pleasing those people who are above me" (source, 
"P" scale; .67). 
Format o:( the MPI--2. The same format was followed as in 
t he !Y'IPI =l. Subjects responded on a :five-point sc al e. Changes 
were made only to ensure that all items within a particular 
scale were worded in the direction of the scale as defined. 
The exception was Anxiety Scale III, which contained five 
items worded positively (emotional control) and five items 
worded negatively (emotional tension and lack of control), 
but these five items were subsequently reflected when the 
data cards for each subject were punched. Hence, the scores 
of each subject on this scale can all be interpreted as 
reflecting the degree of emotional control and lack of tension. 
Table 2 gives the breakdown of items in each of the six 
scales of MPI-2, according to the number ahd source of each 
item in the scale. 
TABLE 2 
MPI- 2 Sca le s, Descr i ption of Sca l es, 
~ ll<LJJumber and Source of Items 
ANXIETY SCALES 
Sca le Des c r i pti on Sour ce I EPI TMAS I PA'I' Tot al 
I Tend en cy to worr y and 
pre occupa ti on with 
sel f 
II Confid enc e, ·ego 
stren gt h, coping 
III Rela xed , calm, 
lacks tens i on 
· TOTAL 
I-E SCALES 
~cale Descr i12:ti.9n Source, 
I Control by self, 
optimi s tic per sonal 
contro l 
II Control by fate, 
uncert a inty about 
futur e 
III .Powerlessness, 
attribution of power 
to others 
TOTAL 
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., 
3 7 8 18 
O 1 9 10 
2 4 6 12 
5 12 23 40 
I p C Total 
10 · 0 0 10 
0 0 10 10 
0 10 0 10 
10 10 10 JO 
_!'rqcedure 
In t he first par-t of t his stu dy, und erg raduat e student s 
enr olled in an introductory psycl 1ology cla ss were admin --
iste re d the . l.55-item MfI-1 durin g a 50- minu te lecture period 
pre-e mpted f or thi s pur ·po~rn. Scores of 213 subjects on the 
95 anx iety items were submitted t o principal co mponents 
analysis (PAl) us ing a. varimax ro ta tion. The 60 I- ,E i terns 
were also an alyz ed using a PCA with va.rimax rotation. 
Component scores for each subject were then generated 
and a canonic al correlation between the seven anxiety scale s 
and the five I~E scales resulti ng from the princ ipa l component s 
an alyses, was perfor med. 
From these :initial result s, 41 aro::iety items and 31 I -E 
i terns were selected \Vhich had the highest component loadin gs 
on their respective components and insignificant loadings on 
any other component. These two sets of items were then 
submitted, respectively, to a second principal components 
analysis. 
The Cronbach alpha coefficients for the five anxiety 
scales and five I-E scales thus generated were obtained. 
Based on the results of the second principal components 
analyses and the obtained alpha coefficients of internal . 
scale reliabilities, a second instrument, the MPI-2, was 
constructed. The second phase of this study was then 
initiated. 
The MPI-2 instrument of three anxiety scales ( 40 i te·ms) 
and three I-E scales (JO items) was then administered to a 
gr oup of subj ects duri ng reci.ta.t.1 on s ections of their intro-
ductory psycholo gy· c l $.SS, yielding a new sample of 2·68 subjects. 
Four to five weeks later, 202 of th ese same subjects 
p~rticipa ted i n a re-t~ s t of the MPI-2 . 
The scores of the 268 subj ect s on the 70-item MPI-2 were 
fa ctor analvzed using PCA with an orthogonal rotated solution. 
-- . . . : 'i=\,_.:. -~ " 
. ·:· . -~: ... 
,-;.(T.he·-... sc -ci;res · of the 202 subjects who were available for the 
. xe~t es t administration four to fi~e weeks lat er were also 
submitt ed to PCA, a s a check on the reliability of the 
obtained component patt er n.) 
The 202 test-re-test scores were then used io obtain 
the Pearson r coeffici ent of exter na l reliability fo r the 
70-item test as a whole, and for each of the three components 
which clearly emerged in the final results. Cronbach alpha 
coefficients were also obtained for each of these three scales, 
.-, 
-.·._._ ..
RESUYL'S 
The firs t study i n this two-part re s earch focused on 
the result s of t he administration of MPI•wl to the sample of 
213 subject s . 
Principal componGnts am::.lysis with varimax rotation was 
performed on the 95 an..xiety i te rns, · and seven components were 
extracted, accounting for 37,1 %.of the variance. 
These components were extracted in a ·principal components 
analysis pro gra m innovated by Velicer (1976) which extracts 
"m". number of components from the set of 0 p" observed variables, 
utilizing his "stopping rule''; that is, a matri~ of partial 
correlations is employed and "no components are extracted after 
the average squared partial correlation reaches a minimum," 
By far the stron ges t component to emerge corresponds 
very well to Cattell's O, although containing items from all 
of the original six anxiety scales, and accounted for 18% of' the 
variance. Fifty-three items showed loadings on this component 
of between .30 and .?3, though some of these items showed 
weaker but significant loadin gs on other components as well. 
All 53 items showed stroni logical consist~ncy, concerning 
ef . I 
preoccupation with feelings of worry, guilt, worthlessness 
and . insecurity. 
The other six components to emerge were much weaker, 
accounting for .between 2,5% and 4.6% of the variance. Though 
weakly corresponding to Cattell's five factors in the original 
model, many items had low loadings (between .JO and .J5) and 
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were c <.inplex., showine muc:h overlap in the components of ego 
str en tth, t ensio n, emotio na l control, and hypochondriasis. 
The s in gle exception was component s even, an excellent appro xi-
mat ion t o Cattell's ori gina l " suspicious ness ", or L scale. 
Althou gh only accountin g fer 2,5 % of the var i an ce, the· 12 
items load ing on th is component contain ed seven of Ca.ttel l 's 
L item s, an d also showed great logic a l consistency. Eight 
of the 12 items contained the word "people" used in a negative 
(hostile or suspicious) context. 
Principal components analysis of the 60 I-E items with 
varima x rotation extracted five components, accounting for 
34.8% of the variance. 
Again, Velicer's (1976) stopping rule was employed in 
determining the "m" number of common components for "p" 
observed variables. In the case _of the 60 I-E items, then, 
five components were extracted before the average squared 
partial correlation reached a minimum. 
It will be recalled that in the original construction 
of the .anxiety measure, six scales were employed on an a-priori 
basis, Similarly, in the construction of the I-E measure, 
three scales were employed. The fact that more components 
than scales were extracted using Velicer's method seems to 
indicate the greater sensitivity of a Likert-type format in 
revealing factorial or component complexity. 
By -far the strongest component to emerge in the I-E 
measur e was the "control by chance•• or Levenson' s "C" component. 
The 29 items with loadings between .31 and .65 on this component 
account ed for 17 . 4ti of the va r iance - J.8 times originally 
from the "C" scale t nine fro m the "P" scale, and two· (with 
ne gat iv e lo adings ) were from t he "I" scale. · 
The second cornponer:it, cont r ol by powerful others, 
ac c ount ed f or 6.6 % of the vari ance and contained 12 items 
wi th lo adin gs bet ween .J2 and .67 - 11 of these were "P" 
ite ms in the .or ig inal scales and one was a "C" item, 
The remai ni ng thr ee component s appear to be variants of 
the "l" scale, concerning personal control, personal respon-
sibility, and a sense of optimistic coping with life. The 
possibility mentioned earlier that extreme "I" scores could 
be related to pa thology (Joe, 1971) received a weak possibility 
of support in I-E component 5. This component contained eight 
items, five of which were ver~ strongly worded "I" items. 
Although only accounting for J.4% of the variance, the eight 
items in total context suggest the possibility of an extreme, 
tou gh-minded independence with anti-social , aggressiveness, 
aloofness. 
The results of the first PCA - the seven anxiety com-
ponents and five I-E components along with their items and 
item loadings - are presented in Tables Ja through Jh. Note 
that the three anxiety components and their respective items, 
and the three I-E components with their respective items, were 
those which subsequently constituted the second 70-item, six-
scale instrument, MPI-2. 
Qanonii2.~l Correlation 
Component s cores for the 21J subjects wer e generated 
for all 155 ite ms, and R canonical c orrelat ion was perfor med 
between the s eve n anxiety scales and the fi ve I-E s ca le i . 
Four significant cano ni cal correl ates were ext r actect t only 
one cf which, however 5 is clearly interpretable. It is 
possible that hav ing i tems within compon ents worde~ in both 
positive and negat.i.ve direction~ aff'ec.:ted the r esultsg and 
particul arly t he signs, of the canonical variable loadings, 
t hus leading to contradictory results for some of these 
canonical cor re lations. Consequently, only one canonical 
correlation will be interpreted. The first canonical r 
equaled .75, extremely significant, and· showed that a linear 
combination on the anxiety variabie of ego strength (canonic a l 
variable loadin g .71) and low general anxiety (variable 
loading -.53) is most strongly associated with a linear com-
bination of an internal locus of control (variable loading .69) 
and low belief in cohtrol by chance or fate (-.53). Since 
items in thes-e four scales were for the most part worded in 
a direction consistent wi th the scale name, and since this 
finding is logically consi~tent, it appears legitimate. 
(A second weighted linear combination of anxiety variables 
with I-E variables sh owed a highly significant canonical 
correlation of .69, but contained contradictory combinations. 
only two of which make sense. High anxiety in the first set 
loaded .46 with a belief in control by chance in the second 
set, loading ,57). 
-TJ~BLE ) a 
MPI-l i Anxi e ty Component One , Preoccupation and Worry 
'Jca::18 
-- - ·--·-- -- -----------------------
Items and Item Loadings 
I t em ./J: Item Loadin g_  
___ ....;..;;_ .;.;.;.....IL.--- ·----.=_;,...;..;.;.;;._ _____ ~----__,;;:;;;;.;;~:.:...:.1-;.:i..._ 
"\ 
.... 20 
2 6 
3 13 
4,8 
5 
6 35 
7 60 
8 , 28 
9 . 
10 70 
11 14 
12 
I f:r.equently notice that my ha nds 
sh e.lee when I try to do so mething. 
Are you often troubled by feelings 
of guilt? 
In the midst of social groups I am 
nevertheles s sometim es overcome by 
feelin gs of loneliness and 
worthlessness. 
• 42 
,56 
, 62 
I worry quite a bit over possible ,52 
misfortunes, 
I . have difficul t y _f a lling a sleep .54 
at night throu gh worrying over 
possible mis f ortunes, 
-Do you often worry about things you ,64 
should not have said or done? 
Some people seem to ignore or avoid ,48 
me although I don't know why, 
I feel restless often as if I want ,52 
something but I do not know what, 
I have a great deal of stomach ,41 
trouble, 
I find myself thinking over trivial ,73 
troubles again and again and have 
to make a real effort to put them 
out of my mind, 
Do you worry about awful things ,58 
that mi ght happen? 
I have periods of feeling depressed, ,65 
miserable and in low spirits for no 
sufficient reason. 
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13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
7 
66 
41 
27 
21 
J4 
I im usually s e lf-coriscious. .46 
I f .ir:id that my fe elings tend • 49 
to "boil up" in s ide me. 
I sometimes feel that I am .68 
about to go to pieces. 
I have sometimes felt that ,54 
difficulties weie pilin g up 
so high that I -could not 
overcome them. 
I am troubled by feelin gs of ,68 
guilt or remorse over quite 
small matters. 
I feel anxiety about som~thing ,62 
or someone al most all of the 
time, 
- JO -
MPI- 1: Anxie ty Co';'!·1pone nt Two, 
Ego ~:it r en gt h, Confide nce i Copi ng 
k=lO 
-- - --- -- --- - ------~-- -- -- -- --'------
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
Item # 
5 
29 
15 
43 
55 
22 
49 
61 
8 
36 
Ite ms a nd It em Loadin gs 
It em Loading 
In my perso nal life I reach the .43 
goal s I s et most of the time. 
However difficult and unpleasant .41 
the obsta cl es, I persist and 
~tic k to my ori gina l inte nti ons. 
I am usually able to find enough .44 
ene rgy to face my difficulties. 
I make i t a point --not to be absent- • 41 
minde d or forgetful of details. 
I would pref er to lead the sa me .41 
kind of lif8 I do -now :i:-a ~r1er· tha n 
a more sh e ltered life with less 
diff i culties to fa ce. 
I am aware of having some character- .40 
istics in which I feel superior to 
most people. 
In a strange cit y I would feel .56 
pretty free t o walk around wherever 
I liked. 
I do not tire quick ly. .52 
I feel ready for life and its .56 
demands, 
In ordinar y difficulties I .53 
gener al ly keep up hope. 
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M.PI-1, Anxi e ty Component Thre e , 
Emoti onal Contr ol, Calmness, Lack of ·.rens i o1i 
k=l2 
Items and Item Loadings 
~-------- - ----------------------
It em# 
29 23 
30 9 
31 JO 
32 62 
33 68 
56 
35 
36 50 
37 44 
38 37 
39 16 
40 4 
Ite m 
I li1ce to wa it till I · am sure 
that what I am saying is correct 
before putting fox'th an argument, 
When talkin g , I like to get my 
thoughts or ganized first, rather 
than say things just as they 
occur to me. · 
I am usually able to keep from 
blurting out remarks that hurt 
people's feelin gs, 
Ar2 yo1) 8] ow and unhurr i ed in the 
way you move? 
I can work carefully on most .things 
without being bothered by people 
making a lot of noise around me, 
In going places, eating, working, 
etc,, I go about in a calm, 
deliberate way rather than rush 
from one thing to another, 
I am usually calm and not easily 
upset, 
If someone annoys me I can keep 
it to myself rather than need to 
let off steam, 
I have periods of such great rest-
lessness that I cannot sit long i_n 
a chair (reflected), 
When something really upsets me, I 
generally calm down quickly. 
It makes me nervous to have to 
wait (reflected), 
Are you an irritable person? 
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Loading 
.59 
.54 
.44 
• 42 
• 36 
.60 
• 46 
-.34 
• 44 
- • 31 · 
-.46 
-1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
'.f'ABLE Jd 
MPI- 1, Loc us of Control Component One , 
Corrt r ol ·by Fate , Uncert a i nty About Fut ur e 
k=l O 
It em# 
· 10 
24 
17 
51 
63 
57 
38 
45 
31 
2 
It ems an d I tem Loa di ng s 
Ite m 
I thi nk th a t lif e is mos tly a 
gamble. 
I feel that mos t people could be 
de s cribed as vi c t ims of circu m-
st ances beyond t heir control. 
To a great exten t , my life is 
cont r olled by acciden ta l 
happ enings. 
When I get what I want i t 's 
usually because rrm luc ky. 
Many times I might j us t as well 
decide what to do by flipping a 
coin. 
Most of the fru s tration s and 
difficulties I ha ve encountered 
in my life are due to circum-
stances beyond my control. 
I have often f ound that what is 
goi.ng to ha ppen : will happen. 
Life is too full of unce r tainties. 
A person cannot really be the 
master of his or her own fate. 
Much of the time the future seems 
uncertain to me. 
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Loadin g 
• 48 
• .55 
.61 
• 60 
.50 
.40 
.58 
• 46 
.59 
-11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
. 
'i'ABLE Je · 
MPI-ls Locus of Control Component T00, 
Control by Self, Optimistic Coping 
k=lO 
Items and Item Loadings 
Item# Item Loading 
18 
32 
.25 
64 
58 
39 
11 
52 
1 
Fac~ng my daily tasks is a source .49 
of pleasure .and satisfaction. 
I am usually able to protect my .58 
personal interests. 
In regard to my own life, I . 59 
generally feel more hopeful about 
the f~ture than not. 
When I make plans I am almost .52 
certain to make them work. 
Concerning man'q freedom to make . 54 
his own choices, I believe that man 
is mostly free to do so. 
.Who "gets to be boss" depends mostly • 58 
on who has sldll and ability. 
There is a direct connection between .52 
how hard I study and the grades I 
get. 
My life is mostly in my own hands .57 
and I am in control of it. 
What I will be doing ten years from .42 
now depends to a great deal on 
choices that I make now. 
I feel that most people are well .31 
able to take responsibility for 
themselves. 
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., 
22 
23 
-24; 
25 
26 
27 
........ _: , ,_ 
. ~.i<~ 
29 
MPI-1, Locu s of Co::;1tr ol Compon,ent Three, 
Control by Ot hers, Powerl es s ne is 
k =lO 
It em# 
19 
12 
33 
47 
59 
65 
3 
Ite ms and I t em Loadi ngs 
I t em Loading 
Many times the rea ctions of other 
peopl e seem pcizzlin g arid hap -
hazard to me. 
,52 
Getti ng what I want requires ,67 
pleasi ng those people who are 
above me. 
Even with good ab i lity I will not ,60 
be give n a posi t io n of responsibility 
withou t help fro m t hose i n power. 
In order to make my plans work, I ,60 
make sure t}.,ey fit :in wit h th e 
desires of peo ple who have influenc e . 
Good grades in school depend& mostly .55 
on whether or not the inst r uctor 
likes me. 
It's not what you know but who .44 
you kno w t hat co unts, 
People like myself have very little 
chance of prot ectin g our personal 
interests when the y conflic t with 
those of people in power • 
My life is .chiefly controll ed by 
other people. 
The actions of other people towards 
me many times leave me baffled • 
. '1\I feel that my gettin g a good job 
•.• '.depends mostly on knowing the 
·right people. 
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.44 
• 42 
.36 
• J5 
..----
MPI-l e De s cr iptio .n of Corr..pc n.ent s Rnd Sampli:; I te ms fro m Ea c h 
fo r Anxir :;ty ComponE::nts Four-r Fiv e , Si x and Se\ "en 
Ar1.xiety C,)mpon~i1t Fou r~ 
Co_E~ wi t h l ife in a calm, ac~tive 2 pe r.severing _way · 
Item # I tem Loading 
71.~ I n a s t r ange c ity I woul d feel pr etty .56 
f re e to wal k ar ound where ver I li ke d . 
57 I do not ti r e quickl y • . . 52 
63 I shrink fr om facing a crisi s . of - • 42 
difficulty . 
Anxiety Compon ent Five : 
Self-pt ty in g, pre occupa t i on wit h s e lf e hyp ochon driasis 
34 
37 
108 
It em 
No pne would really li k e t o see me in 
trouble. 
I have ver y few hea dache s. 
Do you suffer fr om sleeplessness? 
- .36 -
-.5 5 
-TABLE _] g: ( c ontin uc d )_ 
Anxiety Component Sixt 
E!!Jot ional r estr aint~ relaxe d, easy-going, calm 
Item # 
27 
96 
141 
Item II 
116 
128 
100 
2 
It em 
I um usua lly calm and not easily 
upset. 
Are you an irritable person? 
I.f . s omeone annoys .me I can k~)ep j_ t to 
myself rather th~n need to let off 
steam. 
Anxiety Component Seven: 
Loadin g 
,60 
-,46 
,46 
_ ~uspicio~ §J hostile, negative to ward ot hers 
Item Loading 
! t end to be nrit ica l nf other ;~5 
people's work, 
When people shout -at yqu, do you • 42 
shout .back? 
It is mainly the fear of being caught ,41 
that keeps most people honest, 
I am aware of having some characteris- .40 
tics in which I feel superior to most 
people, 
- J7 -
., 
-~l.1ABLE Jh . 
MPI-lt Descrip t i on of tompon ents and S~mple It ems 
from Each f or In ter nal- Exte rnal Components Four and ·Five 
Int erna l- ,Externa l Component F'our: 
· Aggressi ve~ ae:tivE: 1 manip ul a t i ve c on tr o~ fe 
Item # Item Loading 
.5 . Ther e is a dir ec t con ne ct i on be tween how 
" ; ~ ha rd I study and the gra.p_es· I get. 
.52 
··.:s.r 
86 
I feel that most pe ople ·are well able to 
take respon sibility for themselves. 
Trus t ing to fate has never turned out as 
well f or me as making a decision to talce 
a defi nite course of ac ti on. · 
Internal-External Component Five, 
. 43 
p_gssibl y a to ugh-m inded independence, may be aloofn™ 
Item# 
31 
69 
104 
118 
_ '.72 ---·:]t~. 
133 
_ r .. r-
·::·-,._ 
:-:.~ 
, .. 
Item Loading_ 
My life is in my own hands and I am in • 57 
control of it. 
What happens to me is my own doing. .56 
My life is chiefly controlled by other -.44 
people. 
· My life is deter mined by my own actions. .55 
I can't understand how it is possible to 
predict other people's behavior. 
When I get what I want it's because I 
worked for it. 
·- J8 
• 42 
• 42 
-'rhe "be s t" Ln anxiety items (th Ht is, items with sig -
nifican t component loadings and insigni.ficant lo adings on 
othe r co mponents) were then resubmitted t o PCA, varimax 
r otat ion~ and five co mponents were extracted accounting for 
39.4% of the variance. ('rhis time, however, th e number of 
components to be extracted was spe ci fied. beforehand by the 
re sea rcher . ) '11he same procedure was ca,rr i ed out with .31 I~E 
itemss and three co mponents were extracted, accounting for 
35% of the variance, 
Cronbach alphas {a measure of the internal consistency 
of the scales) •.vere then computed, 
Of the anxiety scales, only the first scale, with all 
of the ite ms worded in a consistent dir ~ecti on 9 yielded a 
satisfactory alpha coefficient of .91. All of the other 
scales showed unsatisfactory internal reliabilities of 
between .16 and ,42, although it is felt that this could 
have been due in part to having items within these scales 
that were worded i~ both positive and neg ative directions. 
Reliabilities (internal consistencies) for the three 
I-E scales fell between ,80 and ,20, with the control by fate 
scale showing the highest internal consistency, alpha= .Bo, 
followed by scale three, control by powerful others, with 
an alpha coefficient of ,67. It would appear, then, that 
only the C and P scales have minimally satisfactory internal 
reliabilities. - Based on these results, three anxiety scales 
and three I-E sciles were retained with a total of 70 item s , 
-- 40 .,. 
M.PI-2 
In the second part of this two-stage research, a new 
in s tru ment, NPI-2, was constructed. 
The se con d instrument consisted of 40 anxiety items 
placed in three scales as follows: "General Preoccupation 
and Worry" - 18 items; "Ego Strength and Coping" - 10 items; 
and. uEmoti onal Control" - 12 items. These items and their 
loadin gs on the original PC.A-were given in Tables Ja through Jc. 
The I-E scales in the second instrument (MPI-2) consisted 
of th ree scales as follGws, "Control by Fate" - 10 items; 
"Control by Self" - 10 items; and "Control by Others" - 10 
items. Refer back to Tab l es Jd through Jf for these items 
and their loadin gs in th e first principal components analysis. 
The ~econd ins t rurnent c onsis tin g of 40 anxiety items 
and JO I-E items was administered to U.R.I. undergraduates, 
yielding a sample of 268 subjects. 
It was decided to analyze all 70 items in a single PCA 
(type PAl, varimax rotation). With six components extracted, 
J4 • .5% of the tot al variance was accounted for. Although this 
is lo wer than might have been expected, a much clearer com-
ponent pattern did emer ge - with substantially higher loadings 
of these items on their respective components and quite a few 
items showing loadings as low as .oo on other components. 
Again, the strongest component to emerge was the "general 
anxiety" component , accounting for 16,7% of the variance. 
Fourt een items showed loadings on this component between .52 
and .72, with insignificant loadin gs on any other component. 
- 4]_ 
'l'LesEi i tern s again were hi ghl y consist ent and al l c oncer ned 
an individu a l's t endenc y toward· worry and p~eo cc upat io n wit h 
ne ga tive feeling s. The i tem with the hi ghes t lo ading on t his 
component is typ:"Lca l r "I fi nd myse l f t hi nking over trivial 
tro ub le s aga i n an d aga in and have t o mak-e. a real eff or t to 
pu t th em ou t of my mind." All 14 i t erns i n f a c t con ta.in u 1 
either a varian t of t he word "f eeling" (in a ne ga t i ve co nt ex t) 
or the words "wor r y" or "tro ubl e", Thr ee of these items came 
ori gina l l y fr om E;ys en clt' s EPI inventory, foU:r from TMAS, an d 
sev en fr om Catt ell' s IPAT anxiety scales. These it ems, their 
compone nt l oadin gs, means, and standa r d deviations are giv en 
i n . Tabl e 4a . 
In the li ght of the ori gi nal pro pos ition that anxiety l s 
pos itively r? l ated to en in div i dual ' s perc epti on that he l ack s 
c l ear co ntr ol over his own life, it is interestin g t o note 
t ha t ei ght item s refl ecting t his perception als o loaded on the 
~nx iety co mponent one . Seven of these items . were or iginally 
f ro m th e I -E scales of control by chance and control by power f ul 
oth er s. For exampl e, the item "My life .is chiefly controlled 
by oth er people " (a n it em from the "P 11 s cale of t he I-E 
va r i abl e ) loaded .46 on the anxiety component, an d the item 
"Much of the time the future seems uncer t ain to me" (originally 
a 11C" item in the I-E scales) loaded .44, Theie i t ems, their 
component loadin gs, means and standard deviations ar e given 
in Table hb. 
, The second component to emer ge, also interes t in g in the 
li ght of t he origin a l propositio n , appears to be a c ombination 
-of th e " ego str en gt ~~ and i nt ern ality ~ cal~s. · Thi s componeni 
account ed fo r L~. 8% of the variance and contai rnc?d seven i terns 
wi th loadin gs be t ween .50 and .61. These it ems-are also 
consist ent with an individual's positive 1 confident attitude 
toward self and one's future. For example, the I -E item 
"When I make plans I am almost certain to make them wor k" · 
loaded .6 1 on this component; and an item originally from 
Cattell's ego str ength scale C+ "I am usually ~ble to find 
_ enough energy to f ace my difficul ti _es" loaded • 50. The seven 
items showing substantial loadings on this component are 
given in Table 4c. 
The third component clearly correspond~d to what Levenson 
has termed "Control by Powerful Others". The five items 
which clearly loaded on this component (from between ,. L!-J 
to .65) were in fact all items originally drawn f r om the "P" 
scale; for examplep "Getting what I want requires pleasing 
those who are above me." 
The fourth component _contained four clearly good items, 
reflecting a subject •·s degree of emotional control and · 
calmness - all four items originally from Cattellis QJ and 
Q4 scales. 
The fifth component with five signifL::ant ite ms clearly 
corresponds to the "Control by Chance or Fate" scale of the 
I-E variable. 
The. sixth and final component had only three gcod items, 
which appear to measure the deg r ee · oi' personal respo nsibility 
an individual feels. 
-Ite ms, componen-t loacU.ne;s. means and standard deviations 
fo r component three are giv e n in ~~able 4d. Components four, 
fi e , and six~ containing as they do relatively f ew good 
iiems, hav e been . combiried in Table 4e. 
In a final st ep p Pearson product-moment coefficients of 
external ·re li a bility were computed for th e 202 subjects who 
.: .• , / . ; 1- ::,p -_r_1icip c1ted in a ' ;(;est-re- tes t of the- MPI-2. In addition, a 
. . ,_. . . , - sec ond PCA of the total 70-i tern inventory was per formed, as 
a test of th e reliability of the componen t pattern. (As was 
expected, the component pattern remained . fairly .stable. The 
amount of variance went up somewhat to JB.9%, and although 
the component loadings of some items shifted somewhat overall 
to higher loadings, almost all of the sa me items loaded on 
the same components.) 
Cronbach alpha coefficients, as a check on the internal 
reliabilities of the three strongest components, were also 
computed, The test-re-test coefficients and the Cronbach 
alphas are reported in Table 5. 
For component one, the general anxiety component consisting 
of 24 items, the test-re-test coefficient was .77; the Cronbach 
· ·a 'lph a was • 90. 'Fo·r component two, consisting of seven i terns 
measuring "ego strength", the test-re-test coefficient was .52, 
_.and ... the Cronbach ~.Jpha was .69. For the third component, five 
. -- items measuring co ~'t rol by powerful others, the test-re-test 
:~oifficient was .64, and the alpha coefficient was .71. 
MPI- 2 t- Co·np on ent Oner · Ge::e:ral .A.nxiety 
Ite ms, Loadin gs , Means and Standard Devi ations 
k:=14 
·---- - -------~ - -- ·--· - -· 
_I_t_em ___________________ · _ Loading_ s.n. 
I fin d mysel f t hinking over triv i a l .72 
troubles a ga in and again and hav e 
to make a real effor t to nut the in 
out of my mind. ~ 
(Highest lo ad in g on ot he r fac t ors .14) 
Do you ofte n worry about t hi ng s you ,71 
should not have sai d or don e? 
(Highest loading on other factors ,12) 
I sometimes feel tha t I am about to ,66 
go to pieces, 
(Highest loading on ot her factors ,2J) 
I have periods of fe el ing de pres s ed~ ,66 
miser able and in l ow spirits :f0::;:- . 
no sufficie nt reason. 
(Highest loading on other factors ,25) 
I am troubled by feelings of guilt or .65 
remorse over quite small matters, 
(Highest loading on other factors ,17) 
In the mid s t of · so cial groups _I am , 62 
neve rtheless sometimes overcome with 
fe elings of 16n el iness and worthl essness. 
{H~ghest l oading on other factors .10) 
I find that my feelings often tend to .63 
"boil up i nsi de me", 
(Hi ghest loading on other factors .18) 
I feel re st less often, as if I want ,59 
something but I do not know what, 
(Highest loading on other factors ,20) 
I have somet imes felt that difficulties ,5? 
were pilin g up so hi gh that I could not 
overcome them. · 
(Highest loading .on other factors ,16) 
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2,51 .87 
2,88 1.04 
2.03 1,00 
2.45 1,10 
2.11 1,11 
2,85 1.15 
2,62 1,04 
Item 
---
·-- ___________ LoadJ,!,l...,.g ___ X ___ S ___ ,._D __ .  
I feel a11xiety ab out s omethin g or .58 
s omeone almost all the time. 
(Highe st loading on other factors ~12) 
Do you often worry about awful things ,44 
t ha t mig ht happen? 
(Hi ghest loading on other factors .17) 
I worry quit e a bit over possible .57 
misfortunes. · 
{Hi.ghest loading on other factors ,23) 
I have difficulty falling asleep .57 
at night throu gh worrying over 
possible_ misfortunes. 
(Highest loading on other factors ,21) 
Are you often troubled by feelings of .55 
guilt? 
(Highest loading on other factors .15) 
- 45 -
2.52 1.14 
2.30 .9.3 
1.85 • 92 
2.55 
MPI-21 I-E I t ems Sh owing Signific an t Loadings _ 
on t he Anxi et y Component One · 
-·ems and Loadi ngs on Anxiety, P and C Components 
k=8 
Loadin gs on 
Item Anxiety "P" ti C II 
.··•':.' ,,Jvluc _ _-:~-£ the time the futur e 
-· -·-.· s ee- s uncertain to me, 
. ,- ,· ::·f T -B ,,.actions of other people 
towards me of ten leave me 
baffled, 
~44 
• l~ 3 
To a great ext ent my life is ,39 
controlled by accidental 
happenings , 
Matiy times the reactions of other • 38 
p eople seem hap - hazard and puz zling 
to me: 
Life is too full of uncertainties, ,41 
Many times I might just as well ,32 
decide what to do by flipping 
a coin, 
My life is chiefly controlled by ,46 
other people. 
Some people seem to ignore or ,39 
avoid me althou gh I don't 
know why. 
- 46 
,06 
,07 
.02 
,26 
,09 
,22 
,24 
. 43 
,22 
.34 
• 24 
.20 
,02 
-MPI-2, Component Two 1 Ego Stre ngt h, I nt ern a lity 
- ---- · -- --- ----- --- - - --- - ---- -- -----
It ems , Loadi ngs , Mean s and St andar d Deviations 
k=7 
Ite~ Loading X 
When I make pla ns I am al mos t .61 J.70 
cert a in to mak e them work. 
(High est loading on other f actors .14) 
Conc ernin g man's f reedom to make his .57 
own choices, I be lieve a person is 
mostly f ree to do s o. 
(Highest loadin g wit h othe r factors ,18) 
My l ife is in my own hands and I am in .57 
control of it. 
(Highest loading on other f a ctors ,28) 
I am usuall y able to protect my own .51 
perso na] interests . 
(Highest loading on oth er factors .11) 
I am usually able to find enou gh energy .50 
to face my dif f ic ulties. 
(Highest loading on other factors .24) 
I am aware of havin g some characteris- .50 
tics in which I feel superior to most 
people. 
(Highest loading on other factors .22) 
In re gards to my own life I generally .50 
fe~l mor e hopeful about the future 
than not. 
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J.84 
.3.82 
4.11 
.3,20 
4.10 
S.D, 
.80 
.99 
.8.3 
'11ABLE J+_c {continued1. 
Other It ems Loadin rf_ Significantly But Not Simply 
Item Lo~ding 
I n my personal life I reach the goals I set .35 
most of the time. 
However diffic ult and unpleasant the obstacl~s, ,JJ 
I persist and stick to my original intentions . 
In ordinary difficuities I usually keep up hope. .46 
In a strange city I would feel pretty confident .46 
about walking around wherever I lik .ed. 
I feel ready for life and its demands. .56 
I do not tire quickly, .J4 
- 48 ..; 
., 
MPI-2 i Compol}e:nt Th1~eE.1, Cont; ·.•o1 by Po werfu l Othe:cs 
Items, Loadings, Means and Standard Deviations 
k=5 
Item 
--------
I feel that my ge ttin g a good job 
depends on knowing the ri gh t 
people. 
It's not what you know but who 
you know that co unts. 
Getting what I want requires 
pleasing those pe ople who are 
above me. 
People like myself have very little 
chanc e of protecting our person a l 
inter es ts when they conflict with 
thosa of people in power. 
Even with good ability I will not be 
given a position of responsibility 
without help from powerful others. 
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Loadin gs X ___ S~•~D~•-
• 65 2. 86 • 97 
.65 2.93 .98 
~55 2.79 .96 
.53 · 2.75 1.00 
.4J 2.48 1.00 
-. , 
TABLE l~-0 
l'f!Pl-2: Components Four, Five .and $ix 1 
Item s, Loadings , Means and St andard Deviations· 
Component Four (Emotional Control) 
k=-Li• 
--------- ·--
I tems Loadings X S.D. 
If someone ann oys me I can usually keep .54 J.45 1.06 
it to myself rather than need .to let off 
steam. 
In going places, eatin g , workin g , etc., -.50 
I seem to rush from one t h in g to 
another rather than go about in a -cairn~ - -
deli berat e •-nay. 
Are you slow and unhurried in the way .58 
you move'? 
I can work car efully on most things • 41.} 
without bein g .bothered. 
· Component Five ( Control by Fate) -
k:.;5 
2.99 1.1.3 
2.69 1.08 
.3.5.3 1.00 
Jtems Loadings X S.D. 
I think that life is mostly a gamble. .50 2.54 1.06 
To a great extent my life is controlled · .4.3 2.18 .91 
by _. accidental happe _nings. 
I feel that most people could be described .49 
as victims of circumstances beyond their 
control. 
A person cannot really be the master of .54 
his fate • . 
When I get what I want it's usually . · .J9 
because I'm lucky, 
- 50 -
• 92 
2. 50 1 •. 11 
2. J4 · • 85 
Component Six (Pe:r.sonaJ. Responsibility) 
k= ~ ·--  ... ___ .. ,_ 
Items 
· There is a direct connection bet ween 
how hard I study ·and the g:cades I get. 
Facin g my dai ly tasks is a sour c e of 
pleasure and _satisfaction. 
Good grad e~ in scho ol depends on 
whet her or not the instructo r likes 
me. 
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Loading~ ~ 
• 4J 
.57 
- • L~4 
x s.n . 
3. 90 1 .0 9 
3. 35 .79 
1.57 .69 
TABLE 5 
MPI-2t Reliab i lity Coefficien ts 
Int ernal and Test- Rete st fo r Components One v Two, and Three 
Coe;ffi cient for 
Descrip t ion of ·-~.:c..o_e_f_f_i_c...;.i_e_n_t _______ _. __________ _ Comp. ., Comp • 2 Comp • .L 
Cronb ach alpha . ( Int fffnal) 
Test-Retest (External) 
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.90 
,77 
,69 ,71 
,52 ,64 
J 
T.lISCUSSIOIJ 
Anxiety a nd Locus of Contr ol Variabl es ,. Definitions, 
Di mens:i.onal i tie s and Fa t e of th8 Mod0l s 
- ----~ -------
·· ~ In the Result s s ectio n it wa s shown th ~t the strongest 
and ·most stabJ .e compone nt t o emer ge in several principal 
component s an al ys P.s utilizing a total sample of 4-81 subjects 
corre sponds v~r y closely to what Cattell called his O factor. 
. 1 • 
. :\~ /'S .ub'}e :t/ .·,_ita_gr ~ .. ::tng with a substantial proportion of these 
• =t.S::t 
_items appear to be reporting a strong preoccupation with 
feelings of guilt, worry, worthlessness and subjective diffi-
culties, The fact that items f rom all three sources (Cattell's . 
IPAT anxiety inventory, the TMAS, and Eysenck's EPI neuroticism 
inventory) repeatedly loaded on this component would also seem 
to show that the three instruments .are measuring the same 
thing, 
It would also appear that the anxiety va.riable probably 
contains two somewhat orthogonal components: the general 
apprehensiveness and preoccupation with one's self, and con-
commitant with this, an "ego weakness" or poor self-image 
component, 
Alt hough the other three factors Cattell proposed as 
." •,he'in g . part v,/· :t;he anxiety construct ( emotional tension, will 
control, and suspiciousness) did show weak tendencies to 
emerge as separate components, they do not appear to be 
•, .,; s tr ongly rel a.:l;ed to the first two components mentioned above. 
~ 
The sec 'nd variable, internal versus external locus of 
control, also emerges as a variable in its own right, though 
not as strongly as the anxiety variable. Subjects responding 
.. 5J -
. ' 
to thes e items app s ar to be re porti~g what R6tter termed a 
" ge neralized expE~ctancy" for r einfor ceme nt to be ei t ·her 
1, · gel y under- thei r o vn. (i nternal ) cont rol or under the 
;~ntrol of fate or powerful others (e xt ernal control). Howev er, 
strong support emer ges for Levenson's co~tention that the 
external i ty c6 nstr uct co ntains two distinct components -
._ ..f·.'""°j::.\ ; ! '?~" ; 
-·· ".,'_ :'~- : · · ,._c'"°;n't)·ol by ch j;i:.;e and control . by powerful others - and in 
. -:· ·. ! ; . "'.>' ! 
· f ,act P these co mponent s emer ge much more clearly than an 
• .. •. ~. 
. .· ~-- ,-.~-
inter na.lity componen t. It is quite possible, contrary o 
the find i ngs reported by Rotter, ·that the internal-type 
statements do draw a "socially desirable" response set. 
Attention is drawn to the means and standard deviations of 
t he I items which loaded on the second component of the final 
PCA. Thes e means are all quite high (J.20 to 4.11) and have 
small standard deviations (as low as .76), indicating a 
decided restriction in the range of responding toward the 
high end of the scale, In addition, the internal-external 
locus of control variable certainly does not appear to be 
unidimensional. 
The component patterns which emerged in two separate 
.·. :!\Pri ncipal compon ents analyses on two separate samples also 
show good stability, though on the first PCA control by _ 
chance was a .stronger component and in the second PCA, control 
.by..·'power f ul oth er s was the stronger. However, the second PCA, 
--.:: f;" 
unlike the firs- =t, was performed on all the items ( anxiety as 
well as LC) and, as has been shown, the anxiety component· 
absorbed quite a few of the "C"-type items. 
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Relationship Between Anxi e ·tt: .9-n4_ Extern a l Locus of Con t r ol 
--- -
1he r esu lts - from seve r a l directions - stron gly s upport 
this relationship. First , the cano nical cor re lat i on perfo rmed 
between th e 95 it ems of the an xie ty variable and the 60 items 
of the LC va riab J.°e rE!Sl.l.l ted. in a highly significant canoni cal 
correlati on be tween hi gh ego strength and low anxiety on the 
one ha nd, and belief in internal control (and low belief in 
control by chance) on the other ~ 
In sum, th e final instru~ent that has emerged as the 
re s ult of this research appear s to be a fairly stable and 
reliable measure of two components within the anxiety and I-E 
constructs, a general tendency to worry and preoccupation, 
and a belie f in control by chance or fite. The items which 
show signi fi cant and st able loadings appear to correspond closely 
to .the theoretical meanings of the two traits of anxiety and 
perc ei ved locus of con t rol, as discussed in the introduction. 
In addition, the anxiety and I-E constructs do not seem 
to be unitary. The ·anxiety trait appears to have two distinct 
components, a general tendency toward worry and preoccupation 
with feelin gs , andt negatively associated with it, the "ego 
strength" component. In other words, the tendency to feelings 
-·· 
of vague apprehensiveness and worry appears to be strongly 
asf;>ociated vd th an image of one's self as weak and inadequate, 
a perception that one is unable to cope rationally and 
effectively with life situations. 
The I-E construct also appears to be multidimensional, 
although, interestin gly, the clearest components appear within 
t' ,, 
JO 
"e:x.ternality" - or the ind:i.vidual 's perc eption that he lacks 
clear and si gnificant control over life sit uations. The two 
di st inct components which emerge are a beli ef in control by 
bhanc e or f ate and the attributi on of power and control to 
others . 
It also appears tha t the strongest relatiotiship between 
an,.xiety and perceived external control co nc erns the type of 
control Levens on has termed "chance or fate". 
It neverthele s s must be pointe _d out that al though this 
component pattern app ears fairly stable, and the component s 
within i t hav e adequate internal consistencies, the total 
air:ount of var iance accounted for remains, practically 
speaking, quite low. The amount of variance accounted f or 
bJ the I-E measure (35% in the first PCA when th es e items 
were treated sep arately) does not significantly exceed that 
obtained by Lev ens on, using the same Likert-type format. 
(She accounted for .3.3% of the variance.) 
Unfortunately, a similar comparison cannot be made with 
resp ect to the anxie ty scales since typically this information 
ha s not been reported for the instruments that were used here 
as sour c es for items. 
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